A NEW AUTOMATIC ANALOG VOLTOHMETER READS IN A FRACTION OF A SECOND; SEE P. 2
RECORDING RECURRENT PULSES BURIED IN NOISE; SEE P. 6-8
A PRECISION ANALOG VOLTOHMETER
WITH AUTOMATIC RANGING

An automatic analog voltohmeter simplifies dc voltage and resistance measurements and gives higher measurement accuracy and speed than is usually obtained.

Automatic range and polarity selection is a valued feature of most digital voltmeters that has long been recognized as a distinct advantage to the user. The "touch-and-read" convenience of automatic ranging speeds up measurements on production lines, in point-to-point troubleshooting, in data taking, or in any test procedure that involves potentials of widely ranging magnitudes and differing polarities.

The convenience of automatic range and polarity selection has now been coupled with the lower cost of a meter readout in a new analog-type instrument designed for both dc voltage and resistance measurements. The new automatic voltohmometer selects the proper measurement range in less than 300 milliseconds after contact is made to the measured circuit or component. A lighted display above the meter shows the automatically-selected range, the units of measurement and, in the case of voltages, the polarity of the input. The instrument up-ranges immediately to a less sensitive range when the measured quantity exceeds 95% of full scale, and it down-ranges at 25% of full scale. Both range-changing and meter response are very fast, requiring no waiting on the part of the operator even for the longest-duration range change.

In addition to the convenience provided by automatic range and polarity selection the new instrument, the -hp- Model 414A Autovoltmeter, was designed to have the quality and accuracy needed to place it in the category of precision instruments. Because of the individually-calibrated, taut-band meter that is used, measurement uncertainties are held to less than ±1½% of reading ±½% of full scale, a specification more accurate for readings below full scale, as shown in Fig. 1.

The accuracy of resistance readings is ±1% of reading ±½% of full scale, an accuracy considerably higher than that normally expected of an analog voltohmometer. Lead resistance has been eliminated as a source of measurement errors by use of a "4-terminal" probe arrangement (see Fig. 5). The ohmmeter mode uses linear meter scales which do not have scale compression, and consequent loss of accuracy and resolution, at either end of the scale as is the case in more conventional ohmmeters. The use of linear ohmmeter scales was made possible by a constant-current drive technique.

The new Autovoltmeter has 12 voltmeter ranges, with sensitivities from 5 mV full scale to 1500 volts full scale, and 12 ohmmeter ranges from 5 ohms to 1.5 megohms full scale. Higher values of resistance may be measured by a shunting resistor technique, described later. The minimum readable input voltage is 0.05 mV and the minimum resistance reading is 0.05 ohm. Since the voltmeter and ohmmeter functions use the same linear scales, the meter needs only two scales, one ranging from 0 to 5 and the other from 0 to 15.

Separate probes are provided for the ohmmeter and voltmeter functions. The input resistance of the instrument as a voltmeter is 100 megohms on all ranges except for the two most sensitive ranges (5- and 15-mV), in which case it is 10 megohms. The instrument's signal ground is isolated from the chassis, permitting measurements on voltage sources referenced up to 500 volts off ground. The injection of power-line ac from the Autovoltmeter back into the circuit under test, a frequently-overlooked characteristic of floated measuring instruments, is held to less than 4 mV rms by the use of a shielded power transformer.

Fig. 1. Accuracy of analog meters as a function of meter deflection. When meter deflection is less than 100% of full scale, -hp- Model 414A Autovoltmeter specification of ±½% of full scale ±½% of reading is more accurate than 1% of full scale specification. Improvement over 2% specification is correspondingly greater.
AUTORANGING METERS

The combination of automatic range and polarity selection with a pointer-type meter has several operational advantages, in addition to the cost advantage already cited. With automatic ranging, no prior knowledge of the voltage at a point in a circuit is required. Time consuming trial and error procedures that approach the final reading from a less sensitive range are not necessary nor is there any waiting for the voltmeter to recover from an accidental overload.

The meter readout itself is advantageous in certain situations, such as those that depend on a sense of direction in the measurement. Adjustment of a circuit for a maximum or minimum indication is more easily performed while watching a moving pointer than it is with a numerical display. Likewise, adjustments within a certain tolerance are more easily made by bringing a pointer within indicated limits.

Circuit adjustments that require the monitoring of a voltage that spans several voltmeter ranges are speeded up by the self-acting characteristics of the Autovoltmeter. In examining the performance of transistor switching circuits, for example, the saturation and cut-off voltages may be read in quick succession as the circuit under test is triggered from one state to the other. This capability is further enhanced by the ability of the Autovoltmeter to be floated up to 500V above power line ground.

When there is a requirement for circuit adjustments that bring the indication to zero, both automatic ranging and polarity selection simplify the task. Gross overcorrections do not result in an overloaded meter. Overshoot in the adjustment merely changes the polarity indicator — the meter itself never pegs below zero.

FIXED RANGES

A HOLD switch is provided which, when engaged, disables the autoranging so that any particular range may be used over the full extent of meter deflection (automatic polarity indication continues to function, however). The range can be changed by a front-panel push-button that steps the ranging circuits one by one in a more sensitive direction each time the button is pressed (or to the highest range if the instrument is already on the lowest range).

The instrument protects itself from large overvoltages in the HOLD mode by switching immediately to the highest voltage range (1500V) in the event that the input voltage exceeds 140% of the range being held. It is thus impossible to overload or damage the Autovoltmeter with the voltages normally encountered in laboratory or production-line work. The self-protective up-ranging is neither required nor provided, of course, for the ohmmeter function.
Fig. 4. Block diagram of -hp- Model 414A Autovoltmeter operating in voltmeter mode. Feedback amplifier nulls input voltage $E_m$ with voltage $E_i$ across resistor $R_1$. Range changing is effected by switching value of resistor $R_1$, in addition to two-state input attenuator. $R_2$ is also switched to maintain same full scale voltage for amplitude comparators regardless of range.

The HOLD mode is also useful for measurements on noisy signals because additional input capacitance is switched in when the instrument is placed in the HOLD mode. The added capacitance provides filtering which attenuates 60 c/s signals by more than 30 dB (the 3-dB point is at 1.6 c/s). The instrument in the HOLD mode is thus insensitive to 60 c/s sinusoids of peak values up to 7 times the full scale deflection of the range in use, superimposed on the dc.

The capacitance is removed in the AUTO mode to permit the fast response required for autoranging. Nevertheless, superimposed 60 c/s ac of peak values up to 20% of the dc being measured is tolerated in the AUTO mode without creating any interference with the autoranging sense circuitry.

**AUTORANGING OHMMETER**

As an ohmmeter, the Autovoltmeter supplies an internally-generated constant current to the unknown resistance and the meter circuit reads the resulting voltage drop. The current is only 1 microampere on the 5 k-ohm and higher ranges, and it is 1 milliampere on the ranges below 5 k ohm. In contrast with other ohmmeters that supply 10 or more mA under short-circuit conditions, the Autovoltmeter current never exceeds 1 mA, thereby assuring that sensitive devices are not harmed by the ohmmeter.

Either current may be selected by placing the Autovoltmeter in the HOLD mode and stepping the ranging circuits to the appropriate range. This technique is useful for checking semiconductor junction resistances, for instance, at two different operating points. To do this, the Autovoltmeter is placed in the AUTO mode before the component is connected, so that it switches automatically to the highest range. The instrument is then placed in the HOLD mode, the component is connected, and the DOWNRANGE button is pressed repeatedly until the meter reads on-scale, usually on the 100k range. Only 1 μA is thus supplied to the tested component. The reading is recorded and the button is pressed again until the meter reads on scale once more, usually on the 100 k range. Now the current is 1 mA. The second junction resistance operating point is thus measured and can be recorded.

Tests of very high values of resistance, such as leakage resistance, can be made with the new voltmeter by paralleling a lower value resistance with the unknown. The scale indication of a 1-megohm resistor, for example, is changed by half a scale division when a 100-megohm resistance is connected in parallel with it. (A half scale division

Fig. 5. Block diagram of Autovoltmeter input circuits when switched to ohmmeter mode. Plus-1 amplifier bootstraps Reference Voltage Supply to maintain constant voltage drop across series resistor $R_s$. Ohmmeter cables are arranged for "4-terminal" resistance measurement.
on the 1.5 megohm range corresponds to a change of 10 kilohms in the resistance being measured.) Lower value resistances provide correspondingly greater changes in pointer deflection. This measuring capability, which effectively extends the ohms measuring range, is an example of the advantages offered by the resolution of the linear resistance scales.

CIRCUIT OPERATION

A block diagram of the new instrument operating in the voltmeter mode is shown in Fig. 4. Voltage inputs are coupled to the meter circuit by the chopper-stabilized DC Amplifier. Sensitivity is determined by the overall transconductance of the amplifier, as controlled by resistor R1 in the main feedback network, and by the input voltage attenuator. The input attenuator is inserted automatically on the 15-V and higher ranges to reduce the input by 60 dB but it is bypassed on the lower ranges. The feedback network is switched to control the gain in 10-dB steps from 0 to 50 dB which, in combination with the input attenuator, achieves the 0 to 110 dB measurement range.

The measurement range is set by a logic system which senses the states of four flip-flops in the binary counter and which operates reed switches in the attenuator, feedback, and display circuits accordingly. Range changing decisions are performed by two voltage comparator circuits. When the meter reads below 25% of full scale, the down-range comparator allows the free-running multivibrator to step the binary counter at a 40-c/s rate. Each time that the binary counter is stepped, the logic system switches the attenuators to the next range in the more sensitive direction. Downranging continues until the meter reads far enough upscale or until the most sensitive range is reached.

If a voltage exceeding 95% of full scale is applied to the input, the uprange comparator fires a trigger circuit that resets the counter for the highest range. If at this time the meter deflection is less than 25% of full scale, the multivibrator steps the counter to successively more sensitive ranges until the meter reads upscale far enough to stop the down ranging.

The polarity converter passes positive voltages but inverts negative voltages. The amplitude comparators therefore always work with positive (Continued on Page 6)
A SIMPLE METHOD FOR RECORDING FAST AND LOW-LEVEL WAVEFORMS

A recently-developed oscilloscope plug-in unit makes fast, convenient records of displayed signals and greatly reduces accompanying noise.

The sampling technique is usually thought of as a technique for displaying repetitive waveforms which are too high in frequency for conventional oscilloscopes. This technique may, however, also be used to slow fast waveforms so that they can be permanently recorded on a paper-strip-chart recorder, thereby giving advantages in cost and convenience.

The sampling technique is used in a recently-developed recorder plug-in which operates with the wide-band -hp- 175A Oscilloscope. The recorder plug-in is a combination display scanner, sampler, and strip-chart recorder in a single unit. Its purpose is to permanently record on paper the waveform seen on the oscilloscope cathode-ray tube. Even though the displayed signal be far in excess of the 35-c/s or so capability of the strip-chart recorder, the recording can be made so long as the waveform is repetitive. Records can be made of waveforms up to 30 Mc/s in a third of a minute at about 1/20 the cost of photographic records.

NOISE-FREE RECORDING

In addition to the ease and low cost of its recordings, the recorder plug-in permits making many measurements that heretofore were very difficult if not impossible. Since, for example, the 30-Mc/s bandwidth of the recording system prevails only for repetitive and non-varying signals, the recorder has only a 35-c/s bandwidth for signals not in synchronism with the oscilloscope sweep. This factor permits recording low-level signals clearly even in the presence of severe noise.

Such a reduced-noise recording is shown in Fig. 5. By comparing the crt display in Fig. 5(a) with the recording in Fig. 5(b), the ability of the plug-in to reject noise is clearly demonstrated.

AUTOVOLTMMETER

(Continued from Page 5)

voltages regardless of input polarity. The diodes in the meter circuit act as switches to cause the meter to read up-scale with either input polarity while the polarity detector serves only to switch on the proper indicator.

When the instrument is switched to HOLD, the stepping multivibrator is disabled. Trigger pulses for stepping the counter are then generated by the front-panel push-button. At the same time, the triggering level of the uprange comparator is raised so that a voltage of 140% of full scale is required to generate the uprange signal.

The amplifier consists of two sections: the low-drift chopper amplifier section, which uses a photoconductor chopper, and a wideband direct-coupled section. Amplifier and component drifts are of such low order that no front-panel zero-set control is needed or provided. A capacitor bypasses high-frequency signal components around the chopper amplifier, thus enabling the fast transient response required for fast automatic ranging.

Overload recovery times are made very short with respect to ranging time by including breakdown diodes in a second feedback path. Under overload conditions, the breakdown voltage of one or the other of the diodes (depending on signal polarity) is exceeded, effectively limiting the potential rise at the amplifier input.

OHMMETER CIRCUITS

In the ohmmeter mode, the input circuits are switched to read the voltage at the ohmmeter probe, as shown in Fig. 5. The current to the unknown resistor is supplied by the reference voltage through series resistor R_B. The reference is boot-strapped by the +1 Amplifier, however, so that the current through the unknown resistor is constant. The voltage drop across the unknown resistor is thus a linear function of the unknown resistance, and linear meter scales may be used.

The ohmmeter ranges are selected by changing the gain of the amplifier, as in the voltmeter mode, and by changing series resistor R_B. Series resistor R_B can have either of two ohmic values. On the 5-ohm to 1.5 k-ohm ranges, the resistor is such as to supply 1 mA to the unknown. On the 5 k-ohm and higher ranges, a resistor 1000 times larger is switched in, thus allowing only 1 μA to flow.

The constant current for the unknown resistor is carried through both

Fig. 1. -hp- Model 1784A Recorder Plug-In (lower left of panel) used with Model 175A 50-Mc/s Oscilloscope.

Fig. 2. -hp- Model 1784A Recorder Plug-In. Instrument makes permanent records of recurrent waveforms displayed on scope crt in a few seconds at a cost of about 1 1/2 cents each.
The input signal is a 2-mV pulse with 2 mV of superimposed noise — a signal-to-noise ratio of 0 dB. Although the pulse is visible on the CRT, the detail is obscured by noise. In the recording, however, the noise is eliminated and the waveform is clean. It is obvious that wide-band performance can be achieved even with S/N ratios worse than 0 dB and that wide-band analyses can be made of signals much smaller than a millivolt. This is demonstrated next.

The recording in Fig. 5 was made without external amplification at an oscilloscope sensitivity of 1 mV/cm. The overall sensitivity of this measuring system can, however, be substantially increased using an external amplifier (Fig. 3). The oscillogram and record of Fig. 6 show the ability of the system of Fig. 3 to resolve low-level signals at an overall sensitivity of 50 µV/cm. On the CRT the input signal is combined with about 200 µV of noise and produces an almost unrecognizable trace which, by comparison, is still clear on the recorder. The 461A/462A Amplifier used in this setup provides 40 dB of gain over bandwidths greater than 100 Mc/s.

Fig. 7 is an impressive indication of how much sensitivity and noise cleanup is possible with this measuring setup. Here the oscilloscope and the external amplifier achieve an overall sensitivity of 5 µV/cm! The original signal consists of a 6-µV pulse in the presence of 50 µV of noise, a S/N ratio of —18 dB. Although the CRT gives only a faint impression that a signal is even present, the recording is a clearly-visible signal with a S/N ratio of +12 dB. Effective noise referred to the system
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input is only 1½ µV over a bandwidth of about 15 Mc/s.

REPETITION RATE

Because of the nature of the technique, the observed noise on the recording will correspondingly increase as signal repetition rate decreases. At a repetition rate of 1 kc/s, for example, the observed noise will be closer to 5 µV. Since observed noise is directly dependent upon the frequency response of the recording system, a recorder with lower frequency response and a longer scanning time may be used with even more favorable results when the signal repetition rate is low. In place of the 1784A Recorder Plug-in, for example, the 1782A Display Scanner Plug-in may be used in the 175A Oscilloscope. When this plug-in is used with a Moseley X-Y Recorder, over a 10 times improvement in S/N ratio can be obtained in the final recording. Also, the -hp- 465A Amplifier may be used in place of the 461A/462A to provide the same 5-µV/division sensitivity over a lesser bandwidth.
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SPECIFICATIONS

- hp- MODEL 1784A RECORDER
  (in 175A Oscilloscope)

| BANDWIDTH | DC to greater than 30 Mc/s or greater bandwidth. |
| RECORDING CYCLE TIME | Approximately 20 seconds |
| ACCURACY OF RECORDING | Recording duplicates CRT display with better than 3% accuracy |
| WRITING RATE | Waveforms with slopes of at least 50:1 can be recorded with a continuous line |
| REPETITION RATE | Signal rep rates of 60 cps or greater and sweep speeds faster than 2 ms/cm are required. (Usable below these limits, but with progressively greater distortion in the form of small steps on the plot.) |
| PRICE | Model 1784A, $775.00. Prices f.o.b. factory. |

Data subject to change without notice.